ABSTRACT Management scheme for highly scalable big data mining has not been well studied in spite of the fact that big data mining provides many valuable and important information for us. An overlaybased parallel data mining architecture, which executes fully distributed data management and processing by employing the overlay network, can achieve high scalability. However, the overlay-based parallel mining architecture is not capable of providing data mining services in case of the physical network disruption that is caused by router/communication line breakdowns because numerous nodes are removed from the overlay network. To cope with this issue, this paper proposes an overlay network construction scheme based on node location in physical network, and a distributed task allocation scheme using overlay network technology. The numerical analysis indicates that the proposed schemes considerably outperform the conventional schemes in terms of service availability against physical network disruption.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the information and communication technologies, ''big data'' has been generated from various aspects, such as online transactions, logs, search queries, health records, social networking information, science data, and so forth. It is widely recognized that big data mining is a key component that is required for the actualization of smart society [1] . Since big data comprises various types of data (such as e-mail, social media, video, and sensor data), the big data mining becomes exceedingly complex. Additionally, the big data mining needs to output result data expeditiously in response to the real time demand [2] . Therefore, conventional data mining employs parallel data mining architectures such as MapReduce [3] and Hadoop [4] to fulfill these requirements.
In those architectures, the data processing is executed by distinct nodes (called processing nodes) but system management task is served by a master node. While such a centralized management scheme simplifies the design and implementation, this scheme lacks scalability because the centralized management overseen by a master node may decrease the system performance when the number of nodes increases [5] . Additionally, since the master node is a single point of failure, the service availability can dramatically decrease when the master node ceases to function. From these reasons, scalability and service availability are critical issues for parallel data mining architecture.
As a remedy for improving scalability, an overlay-based parallel data mining architecture has been proposed. Since all the nodes execute both management and processing functions by using overlay network, this architecture can balance the management load. Additionally, this architecture achieves higher service availability against the breakdown of master node because it keeps providing the data mining until overlay network is disrupted.
However, this architecture cannot ensure the service availability against physical network disruption (e.g., router breakdown due to hardware trouble or DDoS attacks) [6] . The physical network disruption does not only lead to the cease of function of the damaged router but also disrupts the communications of the servers, which are connected with the damaged router. In other words, numerous nodes are removed from the overlay network by the physical network disruption. This results in an emergence of isolated nodes in the overlay network and decreases the service availability of the data mining.
To deal with the above-mentioned problem, we propose an overlay-based parallel data mining architecture that is tolerant to physical network disruption. Our proposed architecture is designed based on the integration of overlay and physical networks. This paper proposes an overlay network topology for maximizing the connectivity against server breakdowns. Furthermore, overlay network construction and task allocation schemes are proposed for maximizing the service availability against physical network disruption.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The relevant research works on parallel data mining architecture are surveyed in Section II. In Section III, we present our envisioned overlay-based parallel data mining architecture. Section IV numerically analyzes the service availability of the conventional and proposed overlay-based parallel data mining architecture. Section V evaluates the effect of physical network disruption on service availability and verifies the effectiveness of the proposed architecture through numerical calculation. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section VI.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF PARALLEL DATA MINING ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we introduce the conventional parallel data mining architecture based on the centralized management mechanism. Then we describe the existing works that aim to improve the service availability, followed by the shortcomings of these existing schemes. Moreover, we describe an overlay-based parallel data mining architecture that can overcome the weakness of the conventional architecture.
A. CONVENTIONAL PARALLEL DATA MINING ARCHITECTURE
MapReduce is the most popular architecture for parallel big data mining [4], [7] . In MapReduce, servers are classified into two types of nodes, i.e., a single master node and multiple processing nodes. While the master node schedules mapping and reduction processes and manages file name space operations (i.e., open, close, and rename), the processing nodes store data and execute mapping and reduction processes.
When a data processing request is injected, the master node partitions the task into some data blocks, which are distributed to distinct processing nodes. Then, each processing node (called mapper) performs the mapping process, which classifies a large amount of information and picks out the information required for the next process. After the mapping process, the master node selects a reducer, which performs the reduction process, from mappers. The reducer integrates the information extracted in the mapping process and outputs the analyzed results.
Since mapping and reduction processes are executed in distributed manner, MapRecue can execute the data mining at the speed proportional to the number of servers. Additionally, valuable existing works conducted in [8] - [12] developed high-performance parallel data mining architectures in terms of processing speed, network resource efficiency, computational resource efficiency, and energy efficiency. Despite the significant advantages, those architectures still suffer from server breakdowns because the success probability of data mining decreases when the servers fail due to hardware troubles or software bugs [13] , [14] .
To cope with this issue, the common MapReduce architecture (e.g., current Hadoop [15] ) replicates each data block and distributes the replicated ones to distinct nodes, which increases the service availability against server breakdowns. Additionally, current Hadoop utilizes multiple master nodes mechanism to increase service availability against the breakdown of master node. However, it is difficult to ensure the service availability under real environment since the optimal numbers of replications and master nodes depend on the probability and scale of breakdowns.
The works [16] and [17] proposed processing scheduling technique that can shorten execution time of the data mining under failure-prone environment. However, because these works assume the scale of server breakdowns is small, the capability of data mining is dramatically decreased when a larger scale of breakdown, such as physical network disruption, occurs. Therefore, a parallel data mining architecture that is tolerant to physical network disruption is absolutely imperative to provide future ''ubiquitous big data mining service''.
B. OVERLAY-BASED PARALLEL DATA MINING ARCHITECTURE
Overlay-based parallel data mining is one of architectures that improve the service availability against server breakdowns [18] - [20] . In this architecture, all the servers execute both management and processing functions. The overlay network is constructed by all servers and utilized to find processing nodes, similar to the master nodes in the conventional architecture. This architecture can keep providing the service even if some nodes are removed from the overlay network. Fig. 1 shows an example of mapping and reduction processes in the overlay-based parallel data mining architecture. When a data processing request is injected, a node that received the request (node A in the Fig. 1 ) executes a reception function by using the overlay network. In other words, the node finds mappers by using flooding message, where mappers are randomly selected (nodes B, C, and D in the Fig. 1 ). Then, a mapper that initially finished the mapping process (node D in the Fig. 1 ) becomes a reducer, and it requests to other mappers to transmit the processed data to itself, where the request message can be forwarded by using flooding scheme. After receiving the processed data from mappers, the reducer executes the reduction process and outputs the analyzed result.
In this architecture, since the connectivity of overlay network dramatically affects the service availability of data mining, there are numerous works, which tackled the connectivity issue from the various viewpoints, i.e., contextaware, graph theory based, and complex network theory based overlay network construction schemes [21] - [24] . These works make overlay networks that are tolerant to small-scale server breakdowns but do not consider the largescale server breakdowns, i.e., physical network disruption. Therefore, this paper develops an overlay-based parallel data mining architecture that is tolerant to physical network disruption so that data mining is available at anytime, anywhere.
III. ENVISIONED OVERLAY-BASED PARALLEL DATA MINING ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we propose a novel overlay-based parallel data mining architecture to improve the service availability against server breakdowns and physical network disruption by utilizing physical network information. First, we introduce an overlay network topology following a bimodal degree distribution for maximizing connectivity against server breakdowns. Then, we propose a neighbor selection scheme in order to improve the number of available nodes after physical network disruption occurs. Furthermore, a task allocation scheme, which succeeds in data mining under physical network disruption, is proposed.
A. OVERLAY NETWORK TOPOLOGY BASED ON BIMODAL DEGREE DISTRIBUTION
We introduce an optimal overlay network topology that is tolerant to server breakdowns caused by hardware troubles and DDoS attacks. While hardware troubles cause random removal of nodes from the overlay network regardless of the degree of nodes, DDoS attacks remove higher degree nodes since malicious attackers attempt to disrupt the overlay network. To achieve high connectivity against both hardware troubles and DDoS attacks, this paper focuses on overlay network following a bimodal degree distribution.
In the bimodal degree distribution, there exist two types of nodes, i.e., Super Nodes (SNs) with higher degree k s and Leaf Nodes (LNs) with lower degree k l . Thus, the value of bimodal degree distribution, p * k , is expressed with the number of nodes, N , the number of SNs, N s , the number of LNs, N l , and the average degree, k , as follows.
where N s and N l are defined with an optimal node ratio, r, for maximizing connectivity against server breakdowns as follows.
According to the work of T. Tanizawa et al. [25] , r is formulated with the average degree k , as the following equations.
FIGURE 2. An optimal network topology which is tolerant to server breakdowns.
Based on the optimal bimodal degree distribution, an optimal network topology for maximizing connectivity against server breakdowns has been developed [24] . Fig. 2 shows an optimal network topology when k is nearly equal to 3. The LNs are classified into Normal Leaf Nodes (NLNs), which connect with an SN, and Extra Leaf Nodes (ELNs), which do not connect with an SN but connect with other ELNs. This topology is divided into multiple smaller groups. Each group consists of an SN, NLNs, and ELNs, where each group has the same number of nodes. Each SN connects with all other SNs to construct a complete graph since SNs transmit a number of messages to other SNs. Additionally, each SN connects to NLNs of its group corresponding to its degree. NLNs and ELNs connect with others to construct a ring topology, where the NLNs only connect to the SN that is located in the same group and the ELNs are evenly located in the overlay network. 
B. PHYSICAL NETWORK AWARE NEIGHBOR SELECTION
Since the neighbor selection scheme affects the connectivity of overlay network, we propose a neighbor selection scheme to construct an overlay network that achieves higher connectivity against physical network disruption. The physical network disruption has a specific characteristic such as ''locality'', i.e., servers connecting with the malfunctioning router are removed from the overlay network. Therefore, it is desirable that the servers that are connecting with the same router (or located in the same area) in the physical network become neighboring nodes (or belong to same group) in the overlay network, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this neighbor selection principle, most of the links of the removed nodes are also the links to other removed nodes. In other words, this scheme can achieve higher connectivity against the physical network disruption because there remain a lot of links between the surviving nodes.
In order to construct an overlay network based on our neighbor selection principle and optimal network topology, we propose two procedures: (i) node joining procedure and (ii) network maintenance procedure. The node joining procedure is autonomously executed by a newly joined node (NJN) to distribute the management load to all nodes. In the node joining procedure, an NJN selects the servers that are located in the same area in the physical network as neighboring nodes in the overlay network. On the other hand, SNs periodically execute the network maintenance procedure, which reconstructs network to keep the optimal network topology.
Procedure 1 shows the node joining procedure. First, an NJN receives an inter-group list, L inter , from an SN to know the information that is required for deciding its Affiliation Group (AG). L inter shared between SNs contains the following information: the average degree of the network, the SN's addresses, and the number of nodes in each group. The NJN performs PING-PONG mechanism to all SNs to know the hop count to each SN, where the NJN can know the IP addresses of SNs from L inter . Then, the NJN selects an adequate group g, in which an SN has the minimum hop count from the NJN Group construction process 4: end if 5: if < δ then 6: Regrouping process 7: end if on physical network, as AG. After joining group g, the NJN receives the intra-group list, L g intra , from the SN of group g. L g intra is shared between nodes in the group g, and it contains the address and degree of each node in the group.
The NJN attempts to establish connection with nodes of group g in order to follow our neighbor selection principle. First, the NJN establishes connection with LNs to construct ring topology. The NJN performs the PING-PONG mechanism to all LNs found in L g intra in order to find a candidate for the neighboring LN, which has the minimum hop count from the NJN on physical network. Then, the NJN randomly selects a link between the candidate and the neighboring node of the candidate, and inserts itself into the middle of the link. In other words, the NJN breaks the existing link and creates new links between itself and each node that is involved. Additionally, the NJN checks the degree of the SN of its AG and connects to the SN if the degree of the SN is not fully filled.
Moreover, the NJN attempts to establish connections with LNs of group g , which is at diagonally-cornered of group g, as long as the degree of the NJN is lower than the average degree. First, the NJN gets the intra-group list, L g intra , from the SN of group g and finds candidates that are LNs having the lower degree than the average degree in group g . Then, the NJN establishes connections to the candidates. Finally, the NJN updates L g intra and L g intra , and transmits them to nodes of each group.
On the other hand, after receiving the updated intra-group list, L g intra , the SN of group g (referred to as ''ESN'') executes the network maintenance procedure as shown in Procedure 2. First, the ESN updates L inter based on L g intra , and transmits it to other SNs. Then, the ESN calculates the ideal number of SNs, N s , by using (2) with the average degree and the total number of nodes found in L inter . When the current number of VOLUME 2, NO. 3, SEPTEMBER 2014 SNs, N s , is lower than the ideal number of SNs, N s , the ESN executes a group construction process.
Group construction process -The objective of this process is to construct new groups with the increase in the number of nodes. First, the ESN selects a node from the biggest group as a new SN. The ideal degree of the newly created SN is calculated according to (1) . Then, the ESN constructs a new group by dividing the AG of the newly created SN into two smaller groups evenly.
However, since these newly created groups have fewer nodes than other groups, the size of each group is required to be the same. Therefore, the ESN calculates the difference between the largest group size and the smallest group size, δ, where the number of nodes in each group can be found in L inter . If each group size becomes disproportionate, i.e., < δ, the ESN executes a regrouping process, where indicates the disproportion threshold. The network manager configures the value of , arbitrarily. While the larger value of decreases the number of regrouping process executions but increases the possibility of having groups with different sizes, the smaller value of increases the number of regrouping process executions, which results in an unstable network.
Regrouping process -In this process, the ESN restructures the groups so that the size of each group is the same as others. First, the ESN calculates the average group size, G ave . The ESN changes the AG of some nodes so that the size of smaller groups approximates G ave , where the nodes that change the AG are selected in order of nodes that are near the smaller groups on overlay network. If the selected nodes connect to the SN of the prior AG, the ESN breaks the existing link to the SN of prior AG and creates new link between the selected node and the SN of new AG.
C. PHYSICAL NETWORK AWARE TASK ALLOCATION
While the proposed neighbor selection scheme achieves higher connectivity of the overlay network and increases the number of available nodes against physical network disruption, the overlay-based data mining architecture fails to output processing result when all mappers that have same data block are removed. Therefore, in the remainder of this section, we propose a task allocation scheme that can still mine data even when physical network disruption occurs. Since the nodes in the same area are removed by physical network disruption from the overlay network that is constructed based on the proposed neighbor selection scheme, it is clearly understood that choosing nodes of the farthest groups as mappers ensures the existence of at least one redundant data. Therefore, our task allocation principle distributes each replicated data block to distinct nodes in diagonally-cornered groups.
A Reception Node (RN) that received the request from a client starts a task allocation procedure shown in Procedure 3. Here, the notations used in task allocation procedure are summarized in Table 1 . First, the RN receives L inter from the SN of its AG to know the number of groups, N groups , and constructs a group list, G = {1, 2, . . . , N groups }. Then, the The RN allocates data block T with d replications by our task allocation principle, as shown in Function 1. First, the RN selects a group g from the group list, G, in random manner. Then, the RN finds a node m in the selected group g as a mapper by using ''flooding scheme'' and allocates data block T to the mapper m. Since our task allocation principle selects mappers from different groups, the RN removes the group g from G with decrement of d. Additionally, the RN selects other mapper when the data replication has not been completed (i.e., d > 0). The RN selects mapper m that belongs to the group g , which is at diagonally-cornered of the group g and allocates data block T to the mapper m . Similarly to initial mapper selection, the RN removes the group g from G with decrement of d. If more replications are required to allocate, the RN requests the mapper m to execute the function RP(d, G, T ), which will be continued until the value of d becomes 0.
IV. SERVICE AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we mathematically analyze the service availability of overlay-based parallel data mining architecture after physical network disruption. The service availability can be derived by the following steps: (i) modeling of probability that a node is removed from overlay network by physical network disruption, (ii) formulation of the giant cluster ratio of overlay network after physical network disruption, (iii) formulation of the probability that a task is successfully processed. In our analysis, the degree distribution is used to model the network topology for the simplicity of mathematical analysis.
A. NODE REMOVAL PROBABILITY
The physical network disruption causes numerous nodes to be removed from the overlay network and the probability that a node is removed differs depending on neighbor selection schemes. Therefore, we model the node removal probability in overlay networks that is constructed based on the existing and proposed neighbor selection schemes, respectively. Here, we define the node removal probability, f k , which denotes the probability that a node with degree k will be removed from the overlay network.
In the existing neighbor selection scheme, since a newly joining node randomly selects neighboring nodes regardless of the degree of nodes in overlay network and location of nodes in physical network, the physical network disruption causes nodes to be randomly removed from the overlay network regardless of the degree and location. Therefore, the node removal probability in the overlay network that is constructed in random manner, f rand k , is expressed with the number of removed nodes, N R , as follows.
On the other hand, in the proposed neighbor selection scheme, a newly joining node selects nodes that belong to the same segment in physical network, as neighboring nodes in the overlay network. Therefore, physical network disruption removes a cluster, which is composed of the removed nodes, from the overlay network. Fig. 4 shows the analytical model of the impact of physical network disruption on the overlay network that is constructed based on the proposed neighbor selection scheme. In order to simplify the analysis, the original overlay network can be classified into sets of surviving and removed nodes, S and R, respectively. Here, we can assume that the set of removed nodes, R, is a virtual node with degree k v . Therefore, the node removal probability in the overlay network that is constructed based on the proposed neighbor selection, f pro k , can be defined as follows.
Due to this virtualization, the degree distribution of the original overlay network, p k , which is described as (1), gets altered. Let N S s and N S l denote the numbers of surviving SNs and LNs, where the total number of surviving nodes, N S , is expressed as the sum of N S s and N S l . Therefore, the degree distribution of the altered overlay network,p k , can be expressed as follows.
otherwise.
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Moreover, supposed that the degree of leaf nodes is 3 and the number of removed nodes is less than half of the total number of nodes in the original overlay network, k v is expressed as the sum of links between the S and R, which are classified into four kinds of links as follows: the links between the removed SNs and surviving SNs, the links between the removed SNs and surviving NLNs, the links between the removed ELNs and surviving ELNs, and the links between the removed LNs and surviving LNs, which construct a ring topology. Therefore, k v is formulated as follows.
B. GIANT CLUSTER RATIO
Since the node removal affects the degree distribution of overlay network, we derive the degree distribution after physical network disruption, p k , by using the node removal probabilities, which are modeled in previous subsection. p k can be expressed as the sum of the probability that nodes with degree i become nodes with degree k after nodes are removed, where k ≤ i. The nodes in R and links between the S and R are removed by nodes removal probability, f k (e.g., f
pro k in case of the proposed neighbor selection scheme). Thus, p k can be formulated as follows.
where p S i is the degree distribution in S before the links between the S and R are removed, and is decided as follows.
A cluster that has maximum number of nodes after physical network disruption is referred to as the ''giant cluster''. The giant cluster ratio, G c , is defined with the number of nodes in a giant cluster, N gc , and the total number of nodes in the original overlay network, N , as follows.
Considering G c from different perspective, it is expressed with the ratio of the number of nodes that do not belong to the smaller clusters to the total number of nodes in the original overlay network [26] . The smaller clusters can be classified into the clusters that have a single node (shortly referred to as the ''single-node clusters'') and the clusters that have more than one nodes (shortly referred to as the ''multiple-nodes clusters''). The ratio of the nodes that belong to the singlenode clusters is expressed as the probability that exists nodes with degree 0 after physical network disruption, p 0 . Additionally, the ratio of the nodes that belong to multiple-nodes clusters is expressed as
, where u k denotes the average probability that a link connected to a node with degree k leads to another node that does not belong to the giant cluster. Therefore, G c is formulated as follows.
C. SUCCESS PROBABILITY OF DATA MINING
In the parallel processing architecture, each task is partitioned into some data blocks, which are replicated and distributed to distinct mappers, and a reducer successfully executes reduction process if it receives at least one replication of each data block from the mappers. Therefore, the probability that a data mining task is successfully processed, P success , is decreased by the node removal due to physical network disruption. P success is expressed with the number of partitioned data blocks, B, the number of replicas, D, and the probability that there exists a node that has replication i of partitioned data block j in giant cluster, a i,j , as follows.
Moreover, in case of the random task allocation scheme, the mappers are randomly selected regardless of their location. Therefore, the probability that there exists a node that has replication i of data block j in giant cluster, a rand i,j , can be expressed with giant component ratio as follows.
For simplicity, the proposed task allocation scheme can be explained in the case of two replicas. In that case, two replicated data blocks are allocated to the mappers belonging to two different diagonally-cornered groups. Let Q be the total number of nodes in the groups locating between the groups having the two mappers. It is easy to see that if the number of removed nodes by physical network disruption is less than Q + 2, at least one of the mappers will survive in the overlay network. Therefore, a pro 1,j = 1 or a pro 2,j = 1 if N R < Q + 2.
V. ASSESSMENT OF PHYSICAL NETWORK DISRUPTION EFFECT ON SERVICE AVAILABILITY
In this section, we aim to investigate the effect of physical network disruption on the service availability of data mining. Additionally, we confirm the effectiveness of our proposed architecture in comparison with existing architecture that are designed without considering physical network, i.e., neighboring nodes are randomly selected and data blocks are distributed in a random manner. In this evaluation, we show the number of available nodes and number of tasks that are successfully processed in order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed neighbor selection and task allocation schemes, respectively. Mathematical expressions in previous section are used for our performance evaluation.
We suppose that the physical network follows power-law degree distribution, which is a well known fact, and its topology is a tree structure, where the number of nodes including servers and routers is set to 10 4 . The overlay network is constructed by all nodes and follows the bimodal degree distribution, where the degree of leaf nodes is set to 3. We suppose that a processing task is partitioned into 5 data blocks and the total number of processing tasks is 10 3 . We evaluate the performance of data processing after different types of physical network disruptions occur.
A. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF NEIGHBOR SELECTION SCHEMES
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed neighbor selection scheme, we evaluate the number of available nodes after a physical network disruption occurs in two overlay networks, i.e., (i) overlay network that is constructed based on the proposed neighbor selection scheme (shortly referred to as the ''proposed network''), and (ii) overlay network that is constructed based on the random neighbor selection scheme (shortly referred to as the ''existing network''). We suppose two kinds of physical network disruption, i.e., small scale disruption (where approximately 2% of nodes are removed from overlay network) and large-scale disruption (where approximately 20% of nodes are removed from overlay network). Fig. 5 depicts the number of available nodes in different physical network disruption scenarios. While the number of available nodes in the existing network represents the lower value, the proposed network achieves maximum number of available nodes regardless of the physical network disruption scenarios. This is because the proposed overlay network is not disrupted since the removed nodes are located in the same area. Moreover, the proposed network attains much better performance when the number of removed nodes increases. Therefore, we can confirm the effectiveness of the proposed neighbor selection scheme.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF TASK ALLOCATION SCHEMES
In the remainder of this section, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed task allocation scheme by comparison of existing scheme in terms of the number of successful task after physical network disruption. While the proposed task allocation replicates 2 times, the number of replicas is set to either 2, 3, or 4 in existing task allocation. In the both cases, the overlay network is constructed based on the proposed neighbor selection scheme. Fig. 6 demonstrates the number of successful tasks when the number of removed nodes by physical network disruption is varied from 0 to 4000. The existing task allocation scheme falls to an extremely low availability with a progressive increase of number of removed nodes even if the number of replicas increases. On the other hand, the proposed task allocation scheme achieves 100% success probability of data mining with minimum replications regardless of the number of removed nodes because it ensures existence of the nodes that have a data block for processing in giant cluster. It can be concluded that the overlay-based data mining architecture with the proposed neighbor selection and task allocation schemes can execute big data mining with higher success rate and lower processing cost.
VI. CONCLUSION
An overlay-based data mining architecture, which fully distributes management and processing functions by using overlay network technologies, can potentially provide scalable data mining in large-scale network. However, due to physical network disruption, this architecture dramatically decreases service availability of data mining. To solve this problem, we proposed neighbor selection and task allocation schemes based on integration of the overlay and physical networks. In order to improve the success probability of data mining against physical network disruption, our neighbor selection scheme constructs overlay network based on node location in physical network and our task allocation scheme selects nodes from different diagonally-cornered groups in the overlay network as mappers. Moreover, the results obtained from the numerical analysis demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed schemes in terms of significant improvement in the service availability. Thus, our proposed schemes can be Chapter. His research interests cover a wide range of areas, including satellite communications, unmanned aircraft system networks, wireless and mobile networks, ad hoc and sensor networks, green networking, and network security. One of his outstanding achievements is relay-by-smartphone, which makes it possible to share information among many people by using only WiFi functionality of smartphones. He is a member of IEICE.
